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executive summary
Bicycling is becoming a more popular among both commuters and people looking for outdoor recreational
activities. With the increased usage of bicycles, cities are transforming to incorporate this mode of
transportation into the planning process. Because of its importance and my interest in transportation
planning, this report serves as the research needed for my final product – a bicycle guide created for the
women living in San Luis Obispo.
The rise of bicycles in the late nineteenth century played an important role in women’s emancipation. Riding
bicycles gave women a sense of freedom and also greatly altered women’s fashion. With the change in
fashion, marketing began to play a role in advertising cycle-friendly garments. Companies started targeting
different cycling populations to advertise their products. Studies have shown that there are differences in
marketing implications when targeting different genders. Women tend to look to satisfy long term needs, act
on emotions when making purchasing decisions, and often enjoy a sense of accomplishment. Companies
that support a cause tend to appeal more to women because they act on the idea of social responsibility.
This report largely revolves around women empowerment. My beginning research has shown that women
feel they are not as educated or informed about bicycle safety. There is increasing evidence to suggest that
women and men experience cities in different ways, which would encourage the need for gender-sensitive
urban planning. Planning as a profession is becoming more aware of how community development affects
women largely as a result of the women’s emancipation movement. The American Planning Association’s
Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct outlines the need to plan for all populations equally, and the
statistics show a need to address certain issues among women. The final product aims to target women to
address this disparity to give women equal opportunity to cycle comfortably.
This bulk of this report is divided into two main sections – literature review and best practice. The literature
review covers a variety of topics, including bicycle planning innovations, gender inclusive planning, women’s
emancipation, and design in marketing. For best practice, I examine different existing bicycle guides and
conduct a formal analysis to determine which ones serve as successful models for my own product.
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As the world increases awareness of environmental considerations and becomes more health conscious,
people start to turn to alternative modes of transportation as a solution to both problems. The development
of planning theories and principles altered throughout the years, leading to different solutions to resolve
planning issues. In the past, urban sprawl was seen as the “American Dream,” giving homeowners their
own property and automobiles, but in recent years, New Urbanism, Smart Growth, Transit Oriented
Developments, and other principles have paved the way for more sustainable cities. The ideas of mixed
uses and walkability are emphasizing use of alternative modes of transportation, rather than relying on
automobiles (New Urbanism, 2014). One particular mode of transportation, bicycling, has become gradually
more popular among commuters and those looking for recreational activities. Bicycling is recognized as
one of the most sustainable and healthy modes of transportation. The increase of bicycle ridership reduces
the carbon footprint, increases mobility, and improves physical and mental health (Mattheis, 2012).

lit review

With the increased importance and usage of bicycles, cities are transforming to cater more to this mode
of transportation. A variety of amenities and facilities are provided to adjust to this shift in traveling; urban
planners recognize the need to plan for the bicycle community and evaluate safety considerations with new
projects. While bicycling is more commonly seen as being a recreational sport, employees are beginning
to turn to bicycling as a means of getting to their place of business. This movement has radically affected
transportation planning. The idea of suburbia and motor vehicles is now being replaced by compact cities
and mobility. With bicycling becoming increasingly more popular, I found myself intrigued by the benefits of
this mode of transportation.

best practice

My first exposure to bicycle planning was through my internship at the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans), District 5. Even though Caltrans is an agency focused on improving mobility on
the state’s highways, bicycle planning is a major component as well. I work closely with the agency’s bicycle
coordinator and was assigned the project of updating the District’s Bicycle Guide. My tasks include making
maps using ArcGIS, creating elevation profiles, and providing narratives describing basic safety tips. These
maps show the allowed bicycle access on state highways, and alternate routes where they are prohibited.
It was through this assignment that I was inspired to create a bicycle guide for my senior project.

conclusion
references
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purpose of research
The goal of this project is to evaluate the historical effect and different considerations of bicycling in regards
to women. My research first started out with examining the evolution of the bicycle itself, then how it
affected women empowerment and planning as a profession. The information provided in this report will
serve as background research and literature review leading up to the final product.
My literature review begins by examining the evolution of bicycles. Bicycles have come a long way from
when they were first developed, and have undergone technological advancement to cater to the comfort and
safety of different bicycling populations. I examine specifically the difference between men’s and women’s
bicycles, and how the frame and setup contributes to the ease of each rider.
Bicycling played a monumental role in women’s emancipation in the 18th and 19th centuries. Women were
much more restricted, and bicycling gave them a sense of freedom. The role of fashion in bicycling and
everyday life was also pivotal. As bicycling became more popular among women, the fashion style altered
towards comfort rather than appearance. I include this section in my research because bicycling played
such a significant role in emancipation history that it is important to recognize the sport’s contributions.
Despite what bicycling did for women, there is still a considerable gender gap. This report examines possible
causes and solutions to this gap. Based on this research, I can decide what information to include in my final
product to make it more desirable to the targeted population.
The rise of bicycling has given way to a variety of planning innovations. My research also examines the
effect bicycling has had on transportation planning, and the different amenities and facilities that have been
implemented as a result. Because bicycling is seen as a sustainable mode of transportation, planners
often try to devise new techniques and projects that improve the safety of both commuter and recreational
cyclists. This project evaluates different bicycling systems around the world and offers analysis on what can
be improved upon in the future.
With my final product being a bicycle guide, it was important that my research included marketing strategies
and design in messaging. My product will not be as effective if it cannot draw in the costumers I want. My
research includes how marketing may differ with men and women, and certain design standards that are
used to appeal to a specific customer base.
Based on preliminary work, I anticipate the final product will be a bicycle guide targeted towards women.
My findings show that there is a gender gap in bicycling and that more women than men are uncomfortable
with riding a bicycle in the streets. The marketing research done will help target women and address issues
such as safety that are not often addressed in other bicycle guides. The goal of this guide is to address any
concerns women may have, and serve as an informative guide to commuter and recreational bicycling.
The reason why I am interested in creating a product that is gender-specific is because of the disparities
in cycling among women and men. My beginning research has shown that women feel they are not as
educated or informed about bicycle safety. As a planner, the American Planning Association’s Code of
Ethics and Professional Conduct outlines the need to plan for all populations equally, and the statistics show
14
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a need to address certain issues among women (APA, 2014). I dedicate a section in the Literature Review
chapter examining gender-inclusive planning and what measures have been taken to ensure women feel
included in the planning process. The final product aims to target women to address this disparity to give
women equal opportunity to cycle comfortably.

methodology

This information will be presented in either digital or printed form. The research done for this project indicates
that there are pros and cons for each means of communication. Both means will most likely be provided for
the convenience of the users.

lit review
best practice
conclusion
references
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The research conducted was attained from a variety of sources. The websites of different bicycle
organizations was a starting point for my research. From there, I turned to articles and journals to complete
my analysis on history and marketing. Bicycle magazines and books were the most helpful in finding safety
tips. The full list of methods used to complete the research for this project is as follows:

methodology

• Websites
• Newspaper articles
• Scholarly articles
• Journals
• Magazines
• Books
• Pamphlets, manuals, and existing bike guides

lit review

I start out with literature review and evaluating different articles to provide a basis for the final guide. The
literature review section includes all the research done surrounding bicycles, and leads up to the best
practice section. Best practice, or case studies, includes an in-depth analysis of different existing bicycle
guides and how effective they are. I develop a system of criteria to judge these guides, which is further
explained in that chapter. Based on the analysis of the existing bicycle guides, I am able to grasp an idea
of what to do and what to avoid when creating my own guide. This background research will enable me to
develop my own product as a final deliverable.

best practice
conclusion
references
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literature review
Evolvement of Bicycles
German inventor Karl von Drais is widely
recognized for developing the first bicycle, known
as the “swiftwalker” at the time. The first model was
released in 1817 (Bicycle History, 2013). This early
bicycle form had no pedals, two wooden wheels
with iron rims and leather-covered tires. The rider
sat on top, walking with the bike, as shown in Figure
1. The idea of the swiftwalker was to find a musclepowered replacement for the horse that would
allow large numbers of people to move faster than
walking or riding in a coach. Horses were expensive
and required a lot of care and maintenance (Hoefer,
2006). However, the swiftwalker was not embraced
by the public, and city law was passed, banning the
invention from public places (Exploratorium, 2013).

Figure 1: Karl Von Drais’ swiftwalker

The next era of bicycles is the penny-farthing, or
high-wheeler, which was developed by Eugene
Meyer. This contraption received its name from
the British penny and farthing currency, one being
much larger than the other. The size of the front
wheel is due to the fact that gears had not yet been
invented. This design made the bike faster, thus
increasing its appeal for men interested in sports,
and was made entirely of metal rather than wood,
and the tires of rubber (Hoefer, 2006). However, the
height of the bicycle contributed to the safety issues
revolving around this style of bike. The large front
wheel hitting a bump in the road would send riders
flying off their bikes (BBC, 2013).
At this time, safety was a major concern for
bicyclists. Henry John Lawson was a British bicycle
designer and racer. He was the developer of the
first bicycle employing a rear wheel, chain-driven
bicycle (Bicycle History, 2013). This made bicycling
steadily more popular, which led to bicycle activism.
People lobbied for smoother roads to
18

Figure 2: The penny-farthing, or high-wheeler,
was sold for $125 in the 1870’s
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Figure 3: The safety bicycle is the style still used today
in modern bicycles

lit review

improve upon bicycle safety. This eventually led
to the development of the safety bicycle, which
became extremely popular in the late 1880’s. It
was a safer and more affordable alternative to the
penny-farthing, and is now the most common type
of bicycle today. This bicycle form has two wheels
of equal diameter, allowing for more stability for the
rider (OHTM, 2013). With the start of the 1990’s,
a variety of new bicycle developments came up.
Fatter tires were constructed, which would pave
the way for mountain biking. By 1990, bicycles had
different gears to contribute to the comfort and ease
of bicycling. Bikes now had different speeds and
gear levels for the ease of riding.

best practice
conclusion
references
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Bicycle Components
While each bike varies depending on its person and
target audience, each bicycle has several common
components. Figure 4 below illustrates the different
parts of a bicycle.

handlebars are generally shorter to accommodate
a woman’s generally shorter torso and height. The
saddle is also higher up and wider than that of a
men’s bicycle (Leigh, 2010). These changes in
bicycle frames are extremely important, as women
seek comfort when riding. Developing a frame that
is gender-specific encouraged more women to start
bicycling because they felt more comfortable on
a bike. The development of the bicycle has come
a long way. Women were initially prohibited from
riding bicycles freely, and now bicycle companies
are catering towards women’s needs.

There are several differences between men’s and
women’s bicycles. While the image below shows a
top tube that slants upwards, women’s bicycles tend
to slant down to make it easier for women riders to
step over the frame when mounting their bicycle.
In addition, the distance between the saddle and

Handlebars

Saddle

Top Tube
Seat Post

Head Tube
Seat Tube
Down Tube

Crank Arm

Pedals

Figure 4: The different components of a bicycle shown on a typical men’s frame
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Bicycle planning has led to a variety of innovations
that is making bicycling safer than ever. Even
having Class I or II bicycle lanes has not necessarily
promoted bicycling in all cities. The key is to
make bicyclists feel safe and planned for. Several
progressive cities have made a conscious effort to
devise innovative bicycle infrastructure ideas that
increase bicycle usage while promoting awareness
among drivers. Many ideas are being taken from
Europe, where they have been applied and proven
to improve bicycling conditions. Many European
cities provide specific facilities for bicycles at
intersections (BikePortland, 2012).

best practice
conclusion
references

Despite the initial benefits, sprawling development
proved to have undesirable effects. The spread of
low-intensity development has led to reduced rural
and agricultural land. In addition, the lack of mixeduse developments has resulted in employees
living far from their workplace. This meant more
driving, more oil consumption, more air pollution,
and more runoff during the rainy season. The
increased dependence on vehicles is arguably
one of the most alarming concerns that developed
as a result of urban sprawl. Vehicle use not only
affects the environment, but affects the community
as well. Obesity rates have skyrocketed in recent
years, partly due to the way the built environment
is structured. Lowered physical activity and rising
public health problems have raised an alarm to
urban planners to start accommodating different
modes of transportation in order to address these
impacts (Grabowski).

Because of this, bicycling is seen as one of
the healthiest and most sustainable forms of
transportation, and bicycle planning and risen in
important vastly within recent years (Grabowski).
More city streets are designed with pedestrians
and cyclists in mind. Bicycling contributes to a more
livable city, and switching between walking and
cycling is effortless. Between 1990 and 2011, many
of the largest cities in North America experienced
an increase in the percentage of bicycle commuters
(BikePortland, 2012). The rise in bicycle planning
and the implementation of bicycle-friendly design
enhancements has contributed to the increased
bicyclists.

methodology

At the start of the industrial age, cities were
developing outward. Urban sprawl was seen as the
innovative planning method that made the American
Dream possible. Miles of cookie-cutter housing
developments and strip malls were built. Residents
were happy to own their own home with a large front
lawn, and used their own cars to get around town.
Automobiles changed everyone’s lives; ordinary
working Americans could now buy affordable cars
and travel for business and pleasure. Huge traffic
jams clogged city streets that were not equipped
to handle such large volumes of automobiles.
The Interstate Highway Act of 1956 placed further
emphasis on car, and cities abandoned alternative
modes of transportation as a result (Grabowski).

purpose

Bicycle Planning
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An example of an innovative technique is called
the “Copenhagen Left.” At large intersections,
instead of merging across traffic to make a left turn,
the bicyclist rides through the intersection on the
right, stops, and then turns left while obeying traffic
lights. These are often combined with bike boxes,
a bicycle facility that aids in turning movements. A
bike box allows cyclists to move ahead of vehicle
traffic during a red light (Arvidson, 2012).
Cycle tracks are also becoming increasingly more
popular in cities. A cycle track combines the user
experience of a separated bike path with the onstreet infrastructure of a bike lane. This space is
exclusively for bicycles, and separated from vehicle
traffic lanes, parking lanes, and sidewalks (City of
Portland). Cycle tracks are differentiated from other
bicycle lanes because it takes the buffering concept
by separating the facility with a raised curb, planted
median, or parking (Arvidson, 2012).
A recent technique that cities are beginning to
incorporate is the bike share program. This service
is a system in which bicycles are made available for
shared use to individuals on a short term basis. Bike
share allows easy rental of bicycles from kiosks
for people who do not own their own bicycles. In
addition, these bicycles can be returned to any
bike share station. This system has been shown to
increase use of bicycles within cities because it is
inexpensive and convenient (SFBike, 2014).

Figure 5: An example of a “Copenhagen Left”
incorporated into a bike box

Figure 6: An example of a cycle track buffered by a
median

Figure 7: Bike share programs make bike rentals
available to those who do not own their own bicycles
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Women in the academic community played a
major role in bringing in the perspective of gender
considerations into urban planning policies. Several
professors who originated as practicing planners
promoted the issues of women in planning as part
of academic study in order to raise awareness and
encourage women to join the profession.

best practice

The American Planning Association approved the
establishment of the Planning for Women Division,
and the division became the largest in the APA
(APA, 2014).

conclusion

Women’s Emancipation
The nineteenth century brought about fundamental
changes in the role of women. Women were facing
political, economic, and legal inequalities at the
time. In this time of emancipation and equal rights
activism, it is important to note that something as
simple as bicycling could have had such a significant
impact on women’s emancipation. Bicycling was

references

• To address issues facing the planning
and development and how they relate to
the changing role of women and social
equity
• To create a national network of planners
that are equally involved
• To promote professional growth of
women in planning
• To recognize the accomplishments of

Planning as a profession became aware of how
community development affected women largely as
a result of the women’s emancipation movement.
A national conference of the American Society of
Planning Officials presented a report encouraging
professionals to address the needs of women,
to encourage women to enter the profession, to
monitor discrimination in employment, and other
topics. This was the catalyst in gender-inclusive
planning.

lit review

The American Planning Association created the
Planning and Women Division in 1979 in order to
transmit ideas and career concerns of particular
interest to women and to the general membership
of the American Planning Association. The goals of
the Division include the following:

women in planning
• To advance the technical knowledge of
women in planning
• To promote the examination of women’s
issues at all planning levels

methodology

There is increasing evidence to suggest that
women and men experience cities in different
ways, which would encourage the need for gendersensitive urban planning. There are a variety of
concerns including employment, housing, open
space, transport, and environment. The gender
dimension of planning can be reflected in guidelines
for good practice, and women’s active participation
in planning can provide important insights. A
common misconception is that many planners see
planning as having only technical obstacles, not
social. Gender mainstreaming in planning means
understanding the views of men and women equally
and taking those technical issues into consideration
as well. It is difficult to plan specifically for women
because planners must first be aware of gender
gaps. Planners can accidentally exclude women
in their planning practice, so participatory and
inclusive planning processes have been developed
to improve service in ways that benefit women
(Greed, 2007).

purpose

Gender Inclusive Planning
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women were only allowed to ride around the park as
long as they were chaperoned by a male. Bicycling
gave women a feeling of freedom and self-worth;
it allowed them to travel beyond the confines of
their homes (Bicycle Escape, 2013). Women were
often discouraged to ride bicycles because men
feared they would neglect their chores and other
“womanly” duties. A medical debate circulated,
implying that bicycling affected a woman’s fertility
(Christie-Robin, 2012). However, these rumors
were eventually put to rest and bicycling became a
popular sport among all genders.
Bicycling fashion and the way women dressed
played a pivotal role in women’s emancipation. As
bicycling became more popular among women,
women’s clothes altered to this change. Women’s
fashion in relation to bicycle use can be broken
down into four distinct eras – bustle, s-bend, divided
skirt, and bloomer (Christie-Robin, 2012).

Figure 8: The bustle featured many layers of cloth that
made it impossible for a woman to ride a bicycle

The bustle is a tight-fitted bodice with a high
collar and puffy bell skirt. It is characterized for
its numerous ruffles and pleats that emphasized
and focused on expanding a woman’s backside.
This style of clothing, tight with long skirts, greatly
hindered a woman’s ability to ride a bike (ChristieRobin, 2012).
The s-bend outfit features a narrow waistline, long,
flared skirts, and a shorter corset that forces the
hips backwards. Contrary to the bustle, the s-bend
has a narrow skirt that allows much greater ease of
movement. While it was still not ideal for women to
be bicycling in this style dress, it was much more
comfortable moving around in the s-bend without
the ruffled layers (Christie-Robin, 2012).
Figure 9: The s-bend eliminates the frilly ruffles of the
bustle, making movement easier

24
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Figure 10: The divided skirt looks like a conventional
skirt, but actually allows for more freedom and
movement because of the separated pant legs

lit review
best practice

The bloomer is the most widely known costume of
early bicycling; it is a famous symbol of the bicycle
era and nineteenth century feminist movement.
Bloomers are trousers gathered at the ankle and
sometimes worn with a calf-length skirt. While
bloomers were popular among women because it
was a promotion of freedom of dress, there was
great opposition as well. Many claimed it was
a symbol of usurpation of male authority, and
the media ridiculed and condemned the outfit.
However, the bloomer was a pivotal fashion change
that aided women in this emancipation movement.
(Christie-Robin, 2012).

purpose

Following the s-bend came the era of divided
skirts. Divided skirts made it easier for women to
bicycle. They looked like a full skirt, but actually
had separated pant legs that kept fabric from
getting caught in the pedals or other bicycle parts.
The skirts were only divided in the front or back in
attempt to conceal the split and have it resemble
a conventional skirt. These skirts were shortened
to the calf, giving women more freedom to move
around (Christie-Robin, 2012).

Figure 11: An example of what the divided skirt looks
like on a woman while riding

conclusion

While the bloomer did not completely replace
skirts, the rise of popularity in cycling gave dress
reformers incentive to campaign for changes in
clothing. The bloomer paved the way for other
bicycling-targeted clothing, such as the bicycle
corset. However, there was not yet substantial
demand for comfort in bicycling clothing until the
twentieth century; convention outweighed function
in clothing. The fact that dress style changed,
encouraging women to leave behind long, heavy
skirts for looser clothing, suggested that women’s
position in society was improving. Bicycling is often
recognized as the sport that had the greatest social
impact on women (Christie-Robin, 2012).

references

Figure 12: Bloomers are a symbol of emancipation
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With the change in fashion, marketing began to play
a role in advertising cycle-friendly garments. As
bicycling becomes more popular, certain bicycling
gear has been developed as a result. Bicycling
has recently become more of a trendy activity, and
companies are working to create bicycling clothing
that is both comfortable and appealing (Senger,
2013). Cycle-friendly garments include deep
pockets with secure fastenings, reflective strips,
and armpit venting. These are basic elements of
bicycle clothing that developed as a result of the
increase of bicycling popularity.
Cycling used to solely be a sport, but as more
employees choose to commute to work by bicycle,
more people prefer to ride in normal clothes rather
than activewear. This trend became popular first in
Europe, where it is common for people to bicycle
in their street clothes. High-end cycling apparel
brands, such as Ralpha and Sky designed jeans
and tailored shirts that are meant to be worn with
messenger bags, giving commuters more options.
Retailers hope to encourage more people to bicycle
without having to change their style.
As a result, bicyclists, especially women, are
incorporating fashion more into their daily lives.
Women use high-end accessories for their
handlebars that can amount to hundreds of dollars.
They have given the image of cyclists a makeover,
leaving behind spandex and flexible clothing to
bicycling in normal or sometimes even dressy
attire. The idea is to look like a pedestrian on
wheels. Ms. Page-Green is a cyclist in New York
City who chooses to move around town by bike.
Sometimes she wears ankle-length dresses with
heels, or blazers and slacks. She does not feel the
need to change her dress style just because she is
bicycling. George Bliss is a bike shop owner in the
New York area. His clients tend to be women who
26

want more accessories for their bikes – fenders,
baskets, chains, and other things. Most women
are turning their back on the more traditional
aerodynamic components and instead favoring
more stylish accessories (La Ferla, 2010).

Gender Gap in Cycling
Despite the increase in bicycling among women,
there is still a considerable gender gap. 26% of
American women say bike safety education would
encourage them to start or increase their riding.
A study on women’s bicycle riding has led to a
conclusion of 5 C’s that increase women’s ridership:
comfort, convenience, consumer products,
confidence, and community (Szczepanski, 2013).
Comfort - Increasing comfort means making
bicycling safe and inviting. 53% of women say that
more bike lanes and bike paths would increase their
riding, and 73% of women are afraid of distracted
driving, and 63% are afraid of high traffic speeds.
The number of women bicyclists would increase
if cities offered proper bicycle infrastructure and
facilities that are safe and comfortable to ride on
(Szczepanski, 2013).
Convenience - Women also seek convenience and
are embracing the flexibility of bike share programs.
43% of North American bike share members in
2012 were women (Szczepanski, 2013). Bike
share programs address many issues that women
commonly point to as the reason they do not bike,
such as accessibility, convenience to multiple
destinations, and comfort. From 2003 to 2012, the
number of women cyclists rose 20% (Sierra Club,
2013). Women will not turn to bicycling as a mode
of transportation if it is not convenient. This is partly
why bike share programs have been so successful

introduction
references

Because my final product will be a brochure
targeted towards women, it was important for
me to research design guidelines and marketing
towards specific groups. The concept of “social
marketing” was developed to create strategies
to target certain populations. Many factors go
into marketing and making a product desirable,

One must take into consideration how they will
advertise their product – as public events, online,
or through the mail. In addition to these questions,
the product itself has certain requirements. The
headline should promote consumer benefits, grab
the reader’s attention, and should balance the
design. Subheadings should be followed by body
text that provides descriptions and visual images.
The graphics are a major component of the design
strategy that will draw attention to the product, and
it is important to use high quality and resolution
images. Other design considerations to incorporate
in the product are limiting fonts and font sizes. In
addition, a maximum of three font sizes should be
used; one for the heading, subheading, and text.
The rule of two-thirds should be applied as well.
Through text formatting and leaving white space,
the brochure or pamphlet should have a visual
divide of thirds (Ladd, 2010).

conclusion

Design in Messaging

• What is the purpose of the product?
• What unique benefit can you offer your
customers?
• What other key benefits will customers
receive from your product?
• What target market are you aiming your
product?
• What response do you want from your
audience?

best practice

Community - Community is also an important factor;
women are more likely to ride as a family. Many
cities, such as Portland, have set up organizations
specifically for communities of women bicyclists to
get together and ride (Portland, 2013). These types
of programs have been successful in encouraging
women to bicycle more often because they have a
familiar group of people to ride with.

Making a product marketable requires a number
of design considerations to make the product
appealing to a certain customer base. The first
is to develop a functional strategy. Consider the
following questions (Ladd, 201):

lit review

Confidence - Confidence is extremely important for
women bicyclists; only 6% of American women say
they are confident riding on all roads with traffic, and
only 58% of women, as opposed to 81% of men,
are very confident riding on a bicycle (Szczepanski,
2013).

including packaging, communicating directly to
targeted populations, minimizing barriers such as
cost, ease of distribution, and size for convenience
and portability (Ludwig, 2005).

methodology

Consumer Products - Women also pay attention to
consumer products, such as fashion and function
related to cycling. As discussed in the previous
section, fashion played a major role in encouraging
women to start bicycling more. Women often do not
want to compromise how they look or what they
wear, especially employees, just to bicycle. If more
products were available that cater to both fashion
and function, women may be more willing to bicycle
(Szczepanski, 2013).

purpose

with women; they can rent a bike and return it to any
station without having to worry about maintenance
or care of the bicycle.

27

Studies have shown that there are differences in
marketing implications when targeting different
genders. Women look to satisfy long term needs,
while men are shorter-sighted and look to satisfy
short term needs. Women act on emotions when
making purchasing decisions, and often enjoy a
sense of accomplishment, such as cheaper prices
so they are happy they got a good deal. Companies
that support a cause tend to appeal more to women
because they act on the idea of social responsibility.
Women use other people’s opinions to help make
decisions, but social media, such as Facebook
and YouTube, can sometimes outweigh a peer
recommendation (Kraft, 2012). An important factor
in marketing towards women is to show an altruistic
side, or to create a produce that shares the same
values as women, such as bicycle safety. It is
essential to use terms that women can understand
and relate to in order to build trust (Knerl).
There are two categories of women consumers
– women who buy personality over product and
women who are brand-name buyers. Women who
buy personality tend to look for companies with
a good reputation, are friendly and inviting, and
whose products have a pleasant visual appeal.
Women who are brand-name buyers flock to where
other women shop (Knerl).
In addition to just gender differences, there are
disparities in the generational gap. Different aged
women respond differently to certain marketing
techniques. Some things to take into consideration
include how easy it is to navigate through the
information, how trustworthy and credible the
source is, and how quickly different options can
be weighed when comparing two products. Older
women tend to be more assertive and demanding
and know exactly what they want. It is important to
keep in mind that authenticity is the most important
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marketing tool. Women’s brains and thought
processes are wired for big-picture thinking,
multitasking, gut reasoning, social and verbal
skills, and empathy. They respond well to upbeat
messages, sentimental messages, and real-life
activities that are friendly and relatable. Men’s brains
are conditioned for concrete thinking, goal-oriented
tasks, logical solutions, competition, and defense.
Men respond better to movement, competition,
and humor. When marketing specifically towards
women, it is a good idea to include emotion-based
visual imagery, and to avoid overt messages that
focus on conflict (Techvibes, 2013).
While there are subtle differences to take into
consideration when marketing towards women
compared to men, it is not actually necessary
to market to women too differently. As long as
a company sets high standards and delivers a
quality product, women are likely to purchase your
produce. Women tend to be better at detecting
inconsistencies in marketing than men because
they have more attention to detail (Kraft, 2012).
Women like emotional context that they can
relate to, interaction, and comprehensive decision
making. They carefully weigh all elements, consider
pros and cons, and look at the overall picture. Men,
on the other hand, like the benefits of a product
explained to them, and use elimination as a process
of making decisions. They will eliminate products
that lack the features they are looking for (Morgan).
There are three dominant styles of preferred
communication with the targeted population:
visual, verbal, and touch. Visual includes marketing
through direct objects, such as pamphlets, DVD’s
and other visual materials. Verbal utilizes telephone
calls, radio commercials, and other audio methods.
Touch would make use of 3D models that the
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the reader themselves rather than the company.
Electronic versions are considered to be cheaper in
general because it is likely that the reader will print
only the section they need, if any. Another reason
why electronic distribution is more convenient is
because it can be easily stored, either online or on
a hard drive. Searching for specific information this
way is also easier. Electronic publications can also
include sound and video for demonstration rather
than explanation (Jacob, 1996).

methodology
lit review

For my senior project, I choose the visual route, going
with a portable pamphlet targeted towards women.
In order to develop the best possible brochure, I
further researched the benefits of providing a hard
copy brochure versus an electronic copy. Printed
brochures require additional costs, but if done right,
can be appealing. The quality of paper is important
– even if the brochure has a pleasing design, the
professionalism of the product is lost if it is printed
on flimsy, cheap paper. Because printing brochures
takes away from the budget, organizations with
lower budgets tent to compromise on fancier design
elements in order to save for printing costs (Meske,
2011).

purpose

targeted population can actually interact with (Kraft,
2012).

best practice

On the other hand, electronic brochures have
no printing cost, so all the money is spent on
design, increasing its worth. In addition, electronic
brochures reflect that the organization is advanced
with technology, and they are faster in reaching the
target audience. However, they cannot be used for
communication with customers as easily (Meske,
2011). In general, companies are leaning more
towards electronic publications, and it is predicted
that electronic distribution will become the usual
medium for publications (Jacob, 1996). Some
benefits of electronic publications include speed,
lower cost, convenience, and fewer constraints.
Online brochures are speedier because there is
no need to assemble a series of information to
fill a product; each article can be distributed as
soon as it is ready. In addition, printing becomes
an option for the reader; some prefer hard copies
while others prefer electronic versions. However,
if every reader prints everything, the costs are
much higher than mass printing from the publisher.
The only difference is that the costs would be on
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best practice
Before making a bicycle guide of my own, I looked
up existing bicycle guides to get a sense of what
works and what does not. I analyzed close to twenty
guides from a variety of cities and organizations in
the US then developed a system of evaluating and
comparing them. I established the following criteria
in which to base my evaluation.
Credibility – Does the guide appear to come from
a credible source? The guides I chose came from
cities, bicycle organizations, and bicycle websites.
Generally, the more credible sources come from
transportation planning agencies within cities or
established bicycle coalitions and organizations.
Format – Is the bike guide organized in a way that
is easy to read and find information? Some guides
can be text-heavy and have no clear organization of
the information. Other guides may have a balance
of text and graphics and have clear headings that
let the reader know what information is presented
in that particular section. The design of the guide is
also important; if it is laid out in a confusing manner,
the reader will not want to look through it. If there
is a hierarchy to the text, it will be easier to read
through the information.
Content – Is the content clear and specific? Does
it give the reader the claimed information based
on the title? Some titles may be misleading and
indicate to the reader that they will be able to find
certain information without actually doing so. The
content should relate back to the title of the guide
and give the reader the information it claims in a
thorough but clear manner.
Graphics – Is the purpose of the images easily
understood? Do they relate back to the information?
A good guide will have a balance of graphics and
text. If the guide is text-heavy, it will appear boring
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to read through. However, if there are too many
graphics, or the images use flashy, vibrant colors,
they may actually be too distracting. Graphics
includes both images and graphs or tables. A guide
may sometimes include graphs with interesting
statistics, but they may not actually be necessary.
The graphics should supplement or explain further
the information already provided, not just repeat
what has already been stated.
Time-Saving – The guide should be a useful
reference and answer the questions a reader might
have about that particular topic. The reader should
not have to look up additional information because
everything they need is already addressed in the
guide. This relates back to both content and format.
The guide should include enough information
that the reader does not still have unanswered
questions, and the format should be organized in a
way that the reader can quickly find the information
they are looking for.
Portability – Is the brochure or pamphlet small
enough that the reader would be able to carry it
around for reference whenever needed? The size
of the product should be taken into consideration.
If it is a pamphlet, the thickness is important too. If
the pamphlet has many pages, the guide may be
cumbersome to carry around because of weight or
size.
Gender Specific – Is the guide targeted towards
women? This is important because I am aiming
to create a guide targeted towards women and
it would be good to have examples of what
information should be included. The majority of the
guides I am evaluating are not gender specific. For
the ones that are, it is important to think about how
the information presented in the guides cater to
women’s needs.
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Given these criteria, I put the information into a
table layout to rate all the bicycle guides. I included
an additional “Notes” section to further explain the
ratings that were given to the guides. The following
table contains all the ratings and comments for the
bicycle guides that were evaluated. The ratings are
based on a 1-5 scale, with one being the worst and
five the best. I sat down with a City and Regional
Planning professor, William Riggs, who specializes
in bicycle planning and discussed each guide.
Afterwards, we gave them our individual ratings;
the average of our two ratings is shown in the table
on the following page.

lit review
best practice

The highlighted totals indicate the three highestrated guides, one mid-rated guide, and the two
lowest-rated guides. I will discuss these bicycle
guides in more detail and the basis behind the
ratings. The cities of New York, Portland, and San
Francisco had the three highest ratings. I will be
examining what made their guides so successful
and user-friendly. In addition, I will examine in
more detail Pittsburgh’s bicycle guide because the
city had a very innovative approach in formatting
and presenting the information. Lastly, I will be
analyzing Caltrans and iBike’s guides and how they
can be improved. It is important to examine both
successful and less successful examples – I can
learn valuable information from both about what
works well and what does not, and apply those
principles to my own bicycle guide.
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iBike

Illinois

IndySpeed

Maryland

massDOT

NHTSA

NYC

Credibility

5

2.5

4

2.5

3.5

2

3

4

4.5

5

Format

3

3

4

2.5

2.5

2.5

4

4

3

5

Content

4

3

3

3.5

5

4

3.5

3.5

3.5

5

Graphics

2

3

4

1.5

3

3

3.5

3

2.5

5

3.5

3

3

2.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

3.5

4

Portability

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Gender Specific

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Time-Saving

Notes

Total

No color,
outdated, maps
difficult to read

Useful information,
but possibly made
to generate sales
for the company

17.5

Good design, tourist
angle rather than
for commuters,need
more specific maps

14.5

Text-heavy, need
Confusing layout,
more graphics, does
fragmented
a good job focusing
information
on one issue

18

12.5

Not very portable,
poor organization,
but good information
provided

15

Fragmentation in
messaging, need
Layout is busy, break
more obvious
up the text more
headings, text-heavy

14

Good graphics and
organization, useful
information

17

24

SF Safety

SF Rules

SF Guide

SsusTrans

Portland Women

Credibility

5

4

4.5

3.5

5

3.5

5

5

3

Format

4

4.5

4.5

3.5

3

2.5

5

5

4

Content

4

4

4.5

3.5

4

2

4

4

4.5

Graphics

3

5

4

3

3

2

4

4

4

Time-Saving

4

3.5

4.5

3.5

2.5

2

4

4

2

Portability

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Gender Specific

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Total

20

21

Very clean layout, easy
to read, good information Clear, nice deisgn
about one subject
22

17

Text-heavy, a lot of
Poor font choice,
good information but outdated information,
not portable
difficult to read
17.5

12.5

Easty to read, portable,
Lots of useful
offered in multiple
Good text and graphics information for women,
languages
not portable
22

22

references

Notes

Very creative, but not
very portable
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Portland Box

best practice

Pittsburgh

lit review

18

NYPD

Easy to navigate,
text-heavy, incorporate
more images and
negative space

Portland Guide

17

Text-heavy, graphic
behind text is
distracting

methodology

Florida

purpose

Evans Cycle

introduction

Caltrans

17.5
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introduction

is not as time-saving as it could be. Because of the
amount of text, it is difficult to navigate through the
information to find what you need, and only a small
portion of the product is dedicated towards helmet
tips. I think the information on how to choose a good
helmet is very useful, but overall the guide needs
to include more safety tips and benefits of helmets
in a way that is easily read and understood. iBike
had the intentions by producing a brochure about
the importance of helmets, but it could have been
executed in a better way.

methodology
lit review

The bike guide produced by the cycling organization
iBike is specifically for providing information on
helmets. iBike is not as credible of a source, but the
pamphlet still provides some valuable information.
The guide is extremely text-heavy with few images
and headings to break up the information. The
content includes useful information about how to
choose the correct bicycle helmet, but the majority
of the text could be eliminated and presented in a
better way. Rather than including a lengthy narrative
about death by not wearing helmets, I think the
information could have been better presented
through a graph with those statistics. The brochure

purpose

iBike - Total Score 12.5

best practice
conclusion
references
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Caltrans - Total Score 17.5
The Caltrans District 5 Bicycle Map was developed
to show bikers where bicycling is allowed and
prohibited on state highways. Caltrans is a very
credible source and is a state organization that
has access to the latest transportation data. The
guide delivers everything it promises to offer, but
the information is outdated, as the guide was
released in 2004. The bicycle map is organized in
a way where the District is broken up in a series
of tiles based on the different highways. Each tile
has its own subsequent page with information
regarding bicycle access on state highways. Where
bicycles are prohibited, the guide shows alternative
routes on side streets that they can take. The
format is lacking in certain areas. The tile system
that Caltrans uses is confusing and the pages are
cluttered with a lot of information. The graphics
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could use some improvement as well; the entire
guide is in black and white, and the images and
graphs appear to be thrown on the page where
there is space. There is no sense of hierarchy or
clear organization. Once the reader figures out
how the tiling system works and understands how
to read the maps and elevation profiles, the guide
could be time-saving. There is a lot of valuable
information that can be found only in this guide, so
the reader would only have to turn to this resource
to answer any questions. As a pamphlet, the guide
is pretty portable; it is the same size as a brochure.
Overall, the district bicycle map is an extremely
valuable resource, but the information and graphics
need to be updated.

introduction

the guide is an interesting read. This bicycle guide
is time-saving in the sense that the reader can find
a lot of information without having to turn to other
resources, but navigating through the graphics may
take some time if the reader is trying to find out
specific information. The pages are separated by
topic, but because of the comic strip layout, there
are no subheadings within each topic. In addition,
this guide may not be as portable as others because
of the page size and pamphlet layout. Overall, the
Pittsburgh guide contains a lot of useful information
and the interesting graphics make it stand out from
other guides.

methodology
lit review

The Pittsburgh bicycle guide was ranked neither
high nor low, but it is worth noting because it was
very different from the other guides in the way
the information was presented. The Pittsburgh
Downtown Partnership is a fairly credible source,
since it is a city organization. This guide covers
a range of topics, from choosing a bike to riding
on the road to commuting in bad weather. The
guide was rated in this category because it covers
everything a reader may want to know about
cycling in Pittsburgh. However, it is most notable
for its format and graphics. The guide excels in this
category because the information is set up in an
innovative way – comic strip style. For this reason,

purpose

Pittsburgh - Total Score 21

best practice
conclusion
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Portland - Total Score 22
The City of Portland created a brochure to inform
both drivers and bicyclists of the bike box. The
guide comes from a credible source, the City of
Portland Bureau of Transportation. The format is
very clean and simple. The subheadings make it
easy for the reader to follow along, and the guide
is not overwhelmed by text. The guide provides all
the information about the bike box from both the
driver and bicyclist perspective. The graphics are
also useful and emphasize what the text is stating.
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The image of the bicyclists’ position from inside the
car is especially useful. It notifies drivers of how to
use the bike box and increases the safety of the
bicyclists at the same time. This guide is both timesaving and portable. The information provided is
informative and straightforward, and the brochure
layout makes the guide easy to carry around if
needed.

introduction

the information in three different languages. San
Francisco is a diverse city, and it was smart for the
Bike Coalition to cater to the different populations
by providing multiple languages. The guide is both
time-saving and portable; the user has all the basic
information that is needed regarding bicycling in the
streets, and can carry the reference around with
them easily.

methodology

The City of San Francisco Bicycle Coalition created
a tri-fold brochure informing users about the rules
of the road to increase awareness and safety. The
Coalition is a well-respected source that is very
involved with and informed about the latest news
in regards to the City’s bicycle community. The
format of this guide is very clean and easy to follow.
The colored blocks and side symbology make
it simple for the reader to follow the text. What is
especially unique about this guide is that it offers

purpose

San Francisco - Total Score 22
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New York - Total Score 24
The City of New York released an informative
guide discussing cycling around the city. It offers
a lot of information and illustrates everything a
bicyclist might need to know when traveling around
New York. The guide was developed by a credible
source, and the format is very well organized. The
titles at the top of the pages give clear indication on
what information is about to be presented. There is
a balance of text and graphics as well. I also think
that I was very useful to include the bicycling laws
section in multiple languages. Because New York
is such a diverse city, it is important to take into
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account different cultural groups when releasing
products like this bike guide. Although the entire
guide is not provided in multiple languages, a lot
of the information is easily understood through the
graphics. The graphics are simple and clear and can
be understood completely without even reading the
text. This guide is definitely time-saving; it gives the
reader information on everything they would need
to know about bicycling around New York City. The
guide is a half-page sized pamphlet, so it is not as
portable as other guides that are in brochure form,
but if the cyclist wanted to carry it with them it would
be easy to store in a bag. This bicycle guide was
the highest rated out of all the case studies.

introduction

conclusion

purpose

Looking at different guides created by a variety of organizations was helpful in deciding what I wanted to
do with my own product. Based on careful analysis of the six guides, I learned what to do and what not to
do with my own brochure. These pointers will make up the guiding checklist when I develop a product of
my own:

methodology

• Titles or subtitles should be obvious
• Product is not overwhelmed with text
• Images support the text but are not too distracting
• Product should be portable so users can carry it easily for reference
• Information should be geared towards the targeted population

lit review

These five bullet points are reoccurring themes that I noticed through all six of the above guides. After
having examined both poor and successful cases, I have an idea of what I want my guide to look like and
how the information would be best presented.

best practice

Aside from design considerations, I learned about the importance of planning towards women. I was unable
to find many bicycle guides catered towards women, but from my literature review and best practices, I
gained an understanding of the basic information I should include in my guide. Because many women
have safety and beauty concerns regarding bicycling, it is important I address these two issues in my own
product. Many of the guides that already exist are not gender specific, mainly because the gender gap in
cycling is closing, but there are still some issues that need to be addressed in regards to women. This kind
of gender inclusive planning is necessary to make women feel more comfortable about bicycling.
The images on the following page are my final bicycle guide that I developed for the women in San Luis
Obispo. I incorporate safety and beauty tips, two main concerns women have that prevent them from
bicycling. The final size of the pamphlet is 4.25” x 3.5” for portability.
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